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 Palestinian Refugee Student Obtains High School Diploma with Honour in Syria 

 21 Palestinian Students from Syria Honoured in Mersin 

8 Years since Regime Massacre against PLA in Syria 
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Latest Developments 

July 10, 2022 marks the tenth anniversary of a massacre 

perpetrated against the Palestine Liberation Army (PLA) by 

unidentified perpetrators. 

On July 10, 2012, anonymous militias kidnapped 16 PLA fighters 

on their way back from a military site in Misyaf, near Idlib, to 

AlNeirab Camp in Aleppo, north of Syria. The captives were killed 

one month later. 

The Syrian government held the opposition outfits responsible for 

the massacre and mobilized forces to chase down opposition 

affiliates. Opposition groups, firmly denied the accusations. 

However, evidence leading to the real perpetrator started to 

emerge early in 2015 when opposition forces broke into the 

government’s Criminal Security Branch in Idlib and stumbled 

upon pictures of a number of detainees reportedly tortured to 

death by regime troops. 

Mutilated cadavers of PLA fighters appeared among a stock of live 

snapshots of torture victims. The pictures provided living proofs on 

the torture tactics and cells where the victims had been made to 

suffer until their last breath. 

Activists said the genocide makes part of a collective punishment 

tactic aiming to wipe out Palestinians’ presence in Syria. 

In another development, Palestinian student Ahmed Ghasan Talab, 

from Deraa Camp, south of Syria, obtained the fifth rank as part of 

vocational-industrial high school exams in Deraa. 

Ahmed got a score of 3,498 out of 4,500. 

Dozens of Palestinian refugee students have obtained the highest 

scores as part of their high school exams across Syria. 

The list includes Palestinian girl Hana Wafik Mohamed, born and 

raised in AlHusainiya Camp, who garnered the highest score in 

AlQuneitra province.  

Hundreds of displaced Palestinian refugees in/from Syria have 

achieved success stories, despite the traumatic upshots wrought by 
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the daily scenes of bloodshed and destruction across the embattled 

Syrian territories. 

This includes scores of refugee students who have obtained the 

highest scores at their academic institutions; hundreds of refugee 

sportsmen/sportswomen who snatched the first places in regional 

and international competitions; dozens of artists who received 

renowned literary awards for their products and performances; 

and several housewives who turned trauma into a space of 

creativity. 

Along similar lines, the Turkish Association in Solidarity with 

Palestine (FIDAR) honoured 25 students, including 21 Palestinian 

refugees from Syria. 

This came in a ceremony held in Mersin on July 03 for Palestinian 

refugee students and schoolchildren aged between four and 24. 

FIDAR’s representative in Mersin Mahmoud Msheinesh said the 

celebration comes as part of ongoing efforts to boost Palestinian 

refugees’ academic output. 

Unofficial statistics indicate that 10,000 Palestinians from Syria 

have sought shelter in Turkey, where they have been facing dire 

socio-economic conditions and denied access to the local labor 

market. 

Turkish embassies continue to prevent Palestinian refugees from 

Syria from obtaining visas. As a result, hundreds of Palestinians 

have embarked on life-threatening journeys via illegal immigration 

roads to reach Turkey, fleeing war-tattered Syria, among other 

war-stricken zones. 


